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The Hudson is located on the corner of Strand and Hudson Streets in the

historic De Waterkant precinct on the fringe of Cape Town CBD.

Conceived as a courtyard building, the Hudson is architecturally

sensitive and responsive to its surroundings.  The design was informed by

its context as much as by contemporary  dialogue on modern

architecture.

A striking addition to the De Waterkant skyline, the building has a raw

honest quality, exposing the structure and workings of the building.

Concrete, stone, steel and glass are used elegantly and honestly.

The courtyard provides access, light and interest for the users of various

showrooms and offices along its perimeter.  A glass kiosk offering fine

coffee, roasted on the premises,  also acts as catalyst to stimulate

activity in the courtyard.  A water-wise dry garden with oversized Balau

benches and various water features adds a calming and

contemplative character to the semi-public place.

Portions of the historic De Waterkant precinct were declared a 'Special

Area' by the local authorities, affording protection to the architectural

character  of the area. Prior to this, many historic buildings in the area

were unprotected and often became occupied by various light

industries,  to which maintenance was not a priority. This resulted in De

Waterkant being seen as unattractive as a residential or commercial

destination.
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This trend has been reversed, and various new commercial  and

residential developments are turning De Waterkant into a most

desirable precinct. The design of the Hudson was a conscious attempt

to contribute to the ongoing urban renewal process of the area.

The site now, occupied by the Hudson, was once typical of the area

containing low quality light industrial buildings.  It is unique in that it lies

on the boundary between the Loader Street 'Special Area' and what is

effectively the Cape Town CBD, both physically as well as in terms of

the zoning regulations.  There are also several historical buildings

immediately  adjacent to the Hudson site, which are approximately  100

years old, namely Allies Corner Cafe, The Homestead, 28 Hudson Street

and a privately owned Mosque.

The building responds to this sensitive location while providing A-grade

accommodation,  with on site parking facilities,  and is consistent with the

up-market business and residential area that De Waterkant now

represents.

Leon Saven Design has also completed numerous tenant installations in

the Hudson, including offices for Credit Suisse, CNBC television network,

and the new Barrow Flooring showroom located on the courtyard level

as well as Origin Coffee. A new extension to the building is currently

being developed, which encloses the courtyard on the west side with 3

retail showrooms as well as two levels of office accommodation above.SCULPTURE AT ENTRANCECOURTYARD LEVEL - SHOWROOM
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